Lyme-carrying ticks thriving on California coast, study finds

By
Disease-carrying ticks, long considered something to fear in thick woods, are also prevalent in Northern California's open coastal areas, a new

**Population growth: Study finds great white sharks thriving off Northern California coast** A study estimated that 266 great whites were living in the so-called Red Triangle area, which reaches roughly from Big Sur to the Farallon Islands to Bodega Bay in 2018 - up from 219 counted in
California needs ethnic studies - and its controversies. Just like the field of ethnic studies itself. One practical worry is that adding ethnic studies classes, given the state's limits on school budgets and instruction time, might crowd out the teaching of

California inmates embrace vaccines, offering hope for beating hesitancy, Stanford study finds. Study finds prisoners flexible on vaccination
By Aidin Vaziri Half of incarcerated people in California prisons who initially rejected a COVID-19 vaccination later agreed to take at least one dose, a finding

**MLB gets mixed grades in diversity study** Notes MLB gets mixed marks in diversity Associated Press A new diversity study finds Major League Baseball with slightly lower scores for racial and gender hiring but earning bonuses for social-justice
CDC study shows 68% of a gym's patrons infected during indoor classes. The CDC researchers said the cases highlight the need to follow strict safety guidelines in fitness facilities, including improved ventilation, enforcing physical distancing, and increasing opportunities for hand hygiene.

S.F. teachers, district negotiate over how many hours, days a week to return for live instruction. "At this time bargaining related to the instructional plan is focused on
the current school year."
"When you talk about reopening schools for instruction, parents get very nervous about that," said Oakland

Study suggests NFL crowds may have led to coronavirus spikes. John Swartzberg, a UC Berkeley infectious-disease expert, acknowledged an observational study like this does not prove cause. Alex Piquero, chair of the sociology department at the University of Miami, also
Doctors, nurses suffer heightened anxiety in year of COVID, UCSF study finds

The study also serves as a guidepost for hospitals to help frontline workers reduce the effects of such stress now, its authors say. Robert Rodriguez, a professor of emergency medicine at UCSF and lead

California coronavirus variants 20% more infectious, resistant to antibodies, new study finds

By Vanessa Arredondo Two California-bred coronavirus
variants are about 20% more infectious than the original virus, according to a study published Tuesday by researchers at UCSF, UC Berkeley and the California EPA wants to leave Trump rules on insecticide in place while studying impact on bees. EPA plans to keep rules while studying insecticide. By Bob Egelko To the dismay of environmentalists, the Biden administration is proposing to continue its predecessor's licensing of the widely used
When will Bay Area schools reopen for in-person instruction? By Kellie Hwang

School districts across the Bay Area had been busily planning for how to allow students to return to campuses safely in the fall, considering hybrid instruction models, developing sanitization...
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